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ABSTRACT

Investigating Primary and Secondary Capacities, Conflict Reactions and Model
Dimensions among Depression Patients
\,

Aybüke ARSLAN
June 2016, 73 pages

In this research, the primary and secondary capabilities, model dimensions and conflict
reaction of the patients with depression is investigated in the context of positive
psychotherapy. The research is a cross-sectional study. The study group consists of 100
patients who were retrieved from psychiatry outpatient and inpatient unit and 100
control patients retrieved from internal medicine outpatients unit. Beck Depression
Inventory (BDI) and Wiesbaden Inventory for Positive Psychotherapy and Family
Therapy (WIPPF) and Personal Information Forms were applied to the participants. A
significant difference was observed between time, patience, trust and hope as primary
capabilities of the individuals diagnosed and not diagnosed with depression and the
faithfulness capability as one of the secondary capabilities. It has been observed that the
individuals in depression focus on the body and fantasy field more in the conflict
<~

reactions only in the you dimension. The study results demonstrate that the basic
capabilities as the baseline of positive psychotherapy predictor effect on the conflict
and model dimensions.

Key words: Depression, Positive Psychotherapy, Primary and Secondary capabilities,

Conflict Reaction, Model dimensions.
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öz
Depresyon Hastalan Arasında Birincil ve İkincil Yeteneklerin, Çatışma
Reaksiyonlarının ve Model Boyutlarının İncelenmesi
Aybüke ARSLAN
Haziran 2016, 73 sayfa
Bu araştırmada, depresyon tanısı almış hastaların pozitif psikoterapi bağlamında birincil
ve ikincil yeteneklerle, model boyutları ve çatışma reaksiyonları incelenecektir.
Araştırma grubunu 2016 yılında Samsun Ruh Sağlığı ve Hastalıkları Hastanesi'nde
yatarak ve ayaktan tedavi gören 50 depresyon tanısı almış psikiyatrik hasta ve Samsun
Gazi Devlet Hastanesi'nde dahiliye biriminden alınan 50 hasta oluşturmaktadır.
Araştırma gruplarına sırasıyla Beck Depresyon Ölçeği (BDÖ), Wiesbaden Pozitif
Psikoterapi ve Aile Terapisi Envanteri(WIPPF) ve Kişisel Bilgi Formu uygulanmıştır.
Depresyon tanısı alan ve almayan bireylerin birincil yeteneklerinden zaman, sabır,
güven ve umut arasında ikincil kapasitelerden de sadakat yeteneğiyle anlamlı fark
bulunmuştur. Depresyon

yaşayan bireylerin

yalnızca sen boyutunda çatışma

tepkilerinde de bedene ve fantezi alanına daha fazla yöneldikleri görülmüştür. Çalışma
sonuçları göstermektedir ki depresyonun pozitif psikoterapinin temel dayanaJ<lirından
temel yetenekler, çatışma ve model boyutları üzerinde yordayıcı etkisi olduğu
görülmektedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Depresyon, Pozitif Psikoterapi, Birincil ve İkincil Yetenekler,
Model boyutları, Çatışma
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INTRODUCTION
1.

Depression

People have certain emotional situations occurring frequently in their lives such as joy,
hope, worry, anxiety, grief, fear, nuisance, hatred, anger, reluctance, tedium. Situations
in which people find themselves or external stimuli lead to the emergence of one or
\.

more of these emotional states (Köknel, 1989). The most important feature of the
universe and the human beings as its part is change. It is inevitable that individuals are
physiologically and psychologicallyaffected by their social environments and that their
emotional states change accordingly (Blackbum, 1999, 39). The affectivity states and
sensing this emotional state that varies according to the personality of individuals are
affected in a negative way by the inner and outer world of people (Türkçapar, 2009).
Negative development of spiritual, physical and social factors will lead to affective
disorders, affect the mental health of the individuals and lead to depression which will
cognitively affect the individual (Köknel, 1989).
The word depression is a word of Latin origin which means to dull, to depress, to
discourage, exhausted, mopish, and dolorous and Turkish equivalent of depression is
psychological breakdown or depressive symptomatology (Aktay, 2014). Depression is
not a condition which arises only from a single factor but it is a condition resulting from
an interaction between many factors (Stuart, 2004, 1 ). Another source to look ;t~order
to understand what is meant by depression is the psychiatric classification system.
Köroğlu, (2013) Depression is an affective disorder in which at least five of the
symptoms such as not enjoying any activities that take place during the day, reduction
in interest, weakness, psychomotor retardation, agitation, worthlessness, a condition of
concentration problems, problems of weight loss or weight gain, fatigue and exhaustion
are seen during the whole or most of the day for two weeks and at least one of the
symptoms and certain negative criteria should show itself as depressive characteristics
in the mood of the individual together with a change in the previous functioning during
a two-week period. The individual should be unable to enjoy the life and the activities
that he/she were interested in before (Beck and Alford, 2009).
It is adversely affecting the individuals in physical, emotional and cognitive aspects. It

can deteriorate the life of the individual from eating habits to sleeping habits, from
physical stamina to ability to produce' healthy thoughts (Keller & Nesse, 2006).

2
Depression causes alterations in the thoughts, feelings, behaviour motor activities and
dysfunctional attitudes of a person who suffers depression (Furlong & Oei, 2002). In
general, depression is a syndrome which includes symptoms such as a significant
slowdown of thought, low mental productivity, reduction of motivation, despairing
mood, sadness and enthusiasm in motor behaviour (Lorr, Sonn, & Katz, 1967).
The concept of depression can be used as a concept covering many things until it is
literally considered as any symptom of a disease from a temporary emotion or as a
psychiatric disorder. While depression is sometimes encountered as a changing and
rapidly developed natural fit response created towards life, occasionally it emerges as a
reflection of the daily frustrations on the mood of people. The individuals in depression
cannot live their life as they wish due to the disorders in their mental health, they greatly
suffer in this functionalities, families and private life (Gotlib, 1982).
The productivity of the individuals who have a negative perspective towards the future
decreases, they wish to be socially isolated, and these cases decrease or gradually
disappear depending on the severity of depression. (Kırlı, 2008).

1.1.1 History Of Depression
Context of depression did not exist before 1950s but looking into literatures it can be
seen depression history based on ancient Greece and Hippocrates who has greater
influence on medicine suggested black bile causes melancholy (Glas, 2003,

1). The

intentions to classify depression date back to old time. The aims to classify andmime
spiritual problems scientifically initially started with Hippocrates than physical illness
(Ban, 2014).
Depression has been defined for the first time by Hippocrates

who argued that

depression can be related to the imbalanced body fluids (called humours) as well as the
personal behaviours (Ôzgan, 2012).
At 19th century concept of depression started to define as disease by Delusive and after
definition of depression also classification of depression started (Türkçapar, 2009).
On the other hand, Galen stated that mental functioning disorders and endocrine glands
play role in the emergence of melancholy and mania together with the structure of
personality. According to Galen, melancholıa presents itself with fear and depression
being unpleasant about life, hatred towards everyone (1952).
All forms of melancholia and mania were collected under the title manic depressive by
Kreapelin and stated all of these are based on just one disease process ( Özdemir, 2012).
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Karl Kahlba used the cyclothymia statement before Kraepelin and he stated that he
f

watched with mild emotional disorders (Zivanovic & Nedic, 2011).
Pinel stated the illnesses and categorized them in four groups according to his findings,
these groups are mania, melancholia, dementia and mental retardation, and it was
argued that these illnesses arouse from structural imperfections (Köknel, 2005).
At earlier ages, the French psychiatrists

stated that depression may be cyclic and

categorized it under four groups. These are mental retardation, dementia, mania and
melancholia. They defended that these situations arise from structural disorders (Aktay,
2014)

1.1.2. Etiology Of Depression
Many factors play role in the emergence of depression. In general, different reasons
come together and trigger depression. These reasons may appear in the form of negative
experiences of individuals, personality, chemical changes in the brain and genetic
predispositions.

Individuals may experience conflicts by the time by being caught

between environmental conditions and internal stimuli.
Life events that trigger depression are factors such as the loss of an object or person
that is valuable for the person, conflicts in social relations and ageing. If conflicts about
instinctive

needs and expectations

experience a great disappointment.

of individuals

are experienced,

individuals

Disappointment is a factor triggering depression

(Güleç, 2009).

'-,"'

It is possible to talk about a number of risk factors which contribute to the formation of
the depression. These factors can diverse from age to gender, education to income and
so on. Study of Lorant and friends 7 years follow-up study showed, change in economic
situation affects depression, in one year increases in financial tension, necessity and
poverty led to increases in depression symptoms (Lorant et al., 2007). In addition to
this, it is possible to say that life event and depression has connection. In older age
illness is a risk factor but in younger age lack of social support and negative self-esteem
increasing the risk of depression (Prince et al., 1997).
Family is another important risk factor for depression. Marital conflict, parent-child
tension, low family ties, parental divorce seen in depression parents so children who
grew up in this kind of family develops major depression than children of nondepressed
families ( Fendrich, Warner, & Weissman, 1990, 48).
There are studies which prove gender is another risk faktor for determining depression.
Being women is twice more risky than man in subject of depression (Nolen-Hoeksema,
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2011, 173). Kessler at al., (1993, 89) found life time prevalance of major depression in
females was 21.3 % and in male was 12. 7 %.
Education is another factor which may affect individual mood situation. Ladin (2008,
653) stated that depression level were twice as higher among individuals whose
education level was less than high school ip compared with who has good educational
background
Personality is another factor affecting the formation of depression. Personality is first
shaped by the family and them by the social environment. Ego is the ability of
individuals after a certain age to look at the society, situation, and events from their own
perspective and to give direction to them. "The main factors triggering depression are
the structure of self and development process. It was reported that individuals with
dominant feelings of dependence, solid, hatred, anger prescriptive, feelings of
aggression are more prone to depression (Köknel, 2005, 130).
Individuals who tend to undergo depression do not generally intend to hurt anyone and
try to make everyone happy. In case the expectations ofthe individuals who have strong
sense of responsibility, who are overly dependent on their family and relatives, who
look for perfection and cannot express emotions, who are susceptible and upset are not
fulfilled, these characteristics of the individuals turn into a torment (Ozturk, & Uluşahin,
2011).
It is possible to -talk about these common personality characteristics in patients vyitlı
···~
unipolar depression. The most common personal characteristics in conventional
publications are tendency to feel overly responsible, malignant narcissism, rıgor,
distrust and tendency to be easily blamed (Ozturk, & Uluşahin, 2011).
It is said that negative life events trigger depression however reactions to these events
may var from person to person. This suggests that it may be effective in forming the
personality traits of depression. Andrew and Brown (1988, 99) stated that, crisis dependent people who need to get instant support and low self-esteem can be decisive
factor for depression. Hirschfel and Klerman identified character of depressed
individual as low self-confidence, dependent, introverted, inadequate, pessimistic and
unassertive (Charney et al. transmitted from Hirschfel and Klerman, 1981 ).
There are a lot of study which shows relationship between neuroticism and depression.
Flett et al., (1995). Stated neuroticism is one of personality traits which predisposing
factor for depression.

5
Some personality characters are negatively related with depression. One of personality
factor that extraversion which is characterized by sociability liveliness and cheerfulness
negatively related with depression and hopelessness (Chioqueta & Stiles, 2005).
(Oatley and Boultan suggested that the risk of getting depressed at an experienced event
or case increases depending on how low the value individuals give themselves is.
Olinger stated that individuals who are dependent and continuously do self-criticism are
more prone to depression. -However, Back stated that exaggerated short-sighted
individuals closer to stress are at greater risk of depression. Triggering events are not
always necessary for the emergence of depression (1987).
1.1.2.1.Psychological Theories about Depression
According to Freud, mood disorders comes from early times in childhood and he stated
that fixation at the oral stage causes dependently to other people to sustain self-esteem
(Davidson and Neale, 2001). Unconscious negative feeling against love one who has
been introjected and after losing love one, in mourning stage these negative feelings
develop as self-blame, self-abuse and depression in dependent individuals (Davidson
and Neale, 2001). In addition to Freud's theory, Beck and Ward, while analysing
dreams in depressed people they stated reasons of depressions are loss and failures not
anger and hostility (Ward et al., 1962).
While explaining cognitive theories of depression it can be mentioned two theories
which are Beck's theory of depression and hopelessness/helplessness theory. The

"."·~

common factor underlying all the psychological disorders is the realistic and nonfunctional thoughts affecting the thoughts and behaviours of patients (Beck, 2001).
Beck stated depressed people shaped their belief by negative cognitive biases which

leads to misunderstanding of reality (Williams at all., 1999). In addition to this theory
Beck has come to conclusion that negative thoughts cause depression but depression
also can cause negative thoughts (Davidson and Neale, 2001).
In our lives, some sort of values we experienced are shown up by learning. Beck named
it as a schema are not flexible and open the change, this situation causes a person losing
his/her functionally. Schemas in depression are to be unloved, unappreciated and
insufficiency (Öztürk, 1990).
According to hopelessness theories; disagreeable and traumas give people sense of
never able to control of their life which will cause at helplessness and then depression
and also negative expectations and when requirements are not met of highly valued
outcomes will led to hopelessness (Alloy at all., 1988).

6
According to interpersonal theory of depression studies showed that depressed people
have low social skills like interpersonal

problem solving (Gotlib & Asamow, 1979).

Adolescent who has depression showed poor interpersonal relationship and
achievement in courses also depressed adolescent are more prone to marijuana and
cocaine use (Field, Diego, & Sanders, 2001). This sparse and superficial social
relationship providing less support from others and they will comprehended negatively
by others (Gotlib, & Hammen, 2008)
1.1.2.1. Biological Theories about Depression
It is known that various medications and illnesses influence the emotional mood causing
depression, joy and even mania (Butcher, Mineka, & Hooley, 2013).
Biological amines noradrenaline and serotonin hormones in the brain that increases and
decreases according to the depression will occur. In short the upside of depression
biochemical imbalances (Barnes, 2014). The other reason for the emergence of
depression is a hormonal disorder. Cortisol pituitary hormone secreted by the adrenal
glands in patients with depression leads to the intake off. The most commonly
considered biological reason of depression is lack of serotonin and noradrenalin. At the
same time, it is related to the balance between the neurotransmitters. The problem may
also be related to more than one neurotransmitter (Alper, 1999).
In this section we discuss behavioural aspects of depression that generally involve
relatıonshıps between the depressed person and her same of the data we present m~be
relevant to the etiology of depression some to ıts course. Depressed individuals tend to
have sparse social network and to regard them as providing little support reduced social
support may lessen an individual's ability to handle negative life events and make him
or her vulnerable to depression (Billings, Cornkie, & Moos, 1983).
Having a look at the neurochemistry of depression, it is known that impairment of
monoamine neurotransmitters in the brain and the neurotransmitters called serotonin
are effective in the emergence of depression (Barnes, 2014).
Pariante & Lightman stated hyperactivity of hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis is one
of the most important cause of depression (2008).
On the other hand hereditary causes depression in is very important but this tendency is
inserted stressful events biological and psychodynamic factors are also important.
Normal the risk of depression in people with major depression compared to the control
group is 2 to 3 times more (Alper, 1999)
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Family studies suggested that the rate of incidence of mood disorders in people
diagnosed with depression and their blood tied relatives is two or three times higher
(Butcher, Mineka, & Hooley, 2013, 431).

1.2. Positive Psychotherapy
It has been developed by Nossrat Peseschkian in Germany towards the end of 1960s
(Peseschkian, 1970). Peseschkian was bom and grown up in Iran, received the education
of medicine in Germany then settled down in the country he continued his life here until
he died in 2010. These cultural changes in the life of Peseschkian enabled him to
develop an intercultural theory while he was developing Positive Psychotherapy
(Henrichs, 2012).
By having different cultural

changes,

Peseschkian

has fairly stopped

on the

psychosocial aspects of the basic conflicts of individuals. The social environment in
which individuals are affect how individuals perceive the problems they encounter and
their perspectives

towards

these

problems.

Positive

psychotherapy

embracing

psychodynamic, humanistic psychology (Froh, 2004 ). Positive psychotherapy is formed
by three basic principles. First of them is the principle of hope. The aim in the principle
of hope is not eliminating the problem of the client immediately

but to move the

problem away from the life of the individual by showing its positive aspects. In this
way, it helps the client patient to realize his/her potentials and to deal with _lıis!}ıer

.. ""'

conflicts by fearing less. According

to positive psychotherapy,

each individual

possesses the capacity of hope (Sarı, 2015).
The capacity of hope defends that individuals always have other alternatives to be
evaluated even in the most desperate situations (Peseschkian, 1996, 2002).

1.2.1.Conflict Reaction
The second principle of Positive Psychotherapy is to be an approach based on balance
model. Positive psychotherapy works the conflicts ofindividuals and their opportunities
to deal with conflicts on balance models (Sarı, 2015, 189). Individuals deal with
conflicts they experienced via their bodies (through senses), success (through wisdom),
establishing

relationships

(through

customs)

and dreaming

(through

fantasies)

(Fışıloğlu, 2002).
In positive psychotherapy, the development history should be analysed in order to
understand the conflicts. It is necessary to look at the family of the individuals and the
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characteristics of the individuals. The problems of the individuals include the problems
of marriage, excessive desires, and problems regarding children which are the real
conflicts while these problems include the basic conflicts in finding the reasons for
conflict by slowly basing on the childhood periods.(Peseschkian,2005).

Body/sense

Work/achievement

Future/spirituality

Contact/relationship

According to the positive psychotherapy approach, individuals use one of these four
categories in order to deal with the conflicts they experience. Using the four categories
in a balanced way is important for the psychological functionality of individuals
(Peseschkian, 1980). If we approach with the philosophy of enough is as good as a feast,
focusing more on one of the four categories when dealing with an encountered problem
demonstrates that we did not fight with the conflict in a balanced way (Peseschkian and
Walker, 1987). At this point, it gets easier to find the aspects that individuals neglect or
use more by using the balance model and it is used as an inventory of conflict contents.
At the same time, Positive Psychotherapy contains proverbs, stories, wise sayings and
metaphors and plays an important role in resolving the conflicts and encouraging the
patients by carrying out a therapeutic function between the patient and the client
(Peseschkian, 1998).

9
Starting point of the positive psychotherapy is more related to daily events, it helps the
patient to be interested in a more accepting manner by allowing a different evaluation
of the symptoms of the patient. Clients are enable to enter into identification by
choosing appropriate stories, in short, the stories have a mirror role in this approach.
The third principle of positive psychotherapy

is the principle of consultation.

The

principle of consultation talks about five stages. These stages are firstly the observation
stage in which the patients tell their sorrow, try to introduce themselves and stories,
idioms, metaphors are used; the inventory stage which determines the balance model
and the positive and negative aspects of the patients with themselves and others by using
differentiation analysis inventory and micro and macro traumas are mentioned and the
situational encouragement stage in which the features which are evaluated negatively
by the patients are intended to be strengthened.

1.2.2. Primary and secondary Capabilities
Individuals are not bom with capacities which have biological features, they establish
their first relationship with their parents, and the capabilities which start emotionally in
the vulnerable individual develops with the development, socialization and maturation
of individuals.
Every human being has two inherent fundamental capacities. These are the knowledge
capacity which tries to resolve the things linked to the facts and love capacity~.~ich is
related to the emotional world. Development of these capacity and its distribution
according to the balance model form the basis of positive psychotherapy. (Peseschkian,
2002).
Love and knowledge capacity is inherent in every human being. These two capabilities
differentiate according to the society, culture and time in which individuals are and
show themselves as characteristic features (Sarı, 2015, 188). Capabilities are shaped by
psychosocial factors. They are categorized under the love capacity that is called primary
capabilities such as love, patience, time, sexuality, relationship, hope, trust and belief.
Depending on the capacity of conscience, secondary capabilities emerge (Peseschkian,
2002). Capabilities such as order, cleanliness, punctuality, honesty, kindness, success,
trustworthiness, obedience, loyalty, prudence and justice undergo the secondary
capabilities group.
Primary Capabilities
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Love, relationship, sexuality: All the born individuals need to love and to be loved.

Love is a strong link between the mother and the child starting in the early period. The
capability of love is shaped and developed by society based on this tie. The contact
skills also develop together with this capability. Contacting is the case of orientation
towards social groups and colleagues, Sexuality is an instinctive-oriented action
existing in every individual. The questions about sexuality are 17,69,83and about love
31,61,76

in WIPPF-B and-relationship items considered 30,62,78.

Union: It refers to the situation in which people are in solidarity with each other. The

capability of unity is important as a need for a social existence.
Items:13,41,70
Belief: It expresses the attitudes of individuals towards the unknown and the values

towards the concept of God.
Items:22,36,54
Time: This capability allows the individuals to be conscientiously organized among

yesterday, today and the past.
ltems:21,47,73
Hope

It is the case in which the expectations of individuals develop in a positive way for the
future. It is shaped by experience.
Items: 10,24,69

'-,~

Trust and confidence: Individuals feel the need to trust towards an object or a person

due to their nature. It is the basic desire of individuals not to be disappointed and to
believe in someone.
Items: 18,28,63
Patience: It is the situation in which individuals can delay their own expectations and

satisfaction when necessary.
Items:15,23,38
Secondary Capabilities
Punctuality: It is the capability to be at a place on time rather than going early. It allows

better management of many capabilities.
Items:37,48,57
Cleaning: Cleaning capability is a body, clothes, belongings, environment-oriented

capability. It is a capability with protective function.
Items:14,56,67
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Order: It is related to the experiences of the individuals and their organization ..

Items:3,40,72 WİPP form B
Obedience: Obedience capability expressed with commitment is one of the important

capabilities that keep individuals together. It is the capability of individuals in order to
fulfil the functions of the group or community.
Items:16,46,60
Courtesy: It is the case of prevention of aggression directed against the society. Social

environment and culture is the determiner of this capability.
Honesty: It is the capability to say the ideas clearly and correctly to others.

Items:9,44,85 WIPP form B
Justice: It means "acting equal" which varies depending on the individual's level of

development.
Items:27,65,81

WIPP Form B

Ambition-Success:

Ambition is the case of resisting a difficult activity and be in

competition in order to achieve a purpose. Social success is the criteria. Success is a
capability related to ambition. Game is the first field in which capabilities of success
and ambition develop.
Items:29,45,80
Prudence: The ability to use something economically. This term concerned money and

things is an economic way.
Items:8,25,66
Primary and secondary capabilities are interrelated (Peseschkian

and Walker

Transmitted by Sinici at al., 2014). Development and use of capabilities appear in
different ways, expecting our certain developed capabilities from others wears us down
and worries us. This situation could lead to the emergence of conflicts. Problems
experienced among people and problems encountered in daily life involve real conflicts.
Individuals come with current conflicts but the childhood experiences underlying these
conflicts are the basic conflicts according to positive psychotherapy. In order to
understand the existing conflict, the basic capabilities must be understood. In a sense
this means to address the background of the conflict and the therapy is focused on
resolving this.
Positive Psychotherapy is an approach based on the individuals and their happiness.
The principle of hope exists on the basis of the positive perspective. Being aware of
their capabilities activates the hope of individuals and affects the individuals in a
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positive way by creating the basis for the therapy process. (Henrichs, 2012).

There are

two main functions of capabilities during therapy. First of them is to define and the
second is to obtain a comprehensive.

inventory in our understanding

of human

behaviour. The development of the personality of individuals and psychodynamics

are

of great importance in terms of their cultural and social impacts. No individual is bad
according to positive psychotherapy

but there are individuals

who did not find the

opportunity to distribute their capabilities to develop equally in their life and to develop.
Capabilities

in Positive Psychotherapy

and their different development may be the

main point of conflicts in interpersonal relationships;

after all, the environment of each

individual is shaped by his/her family and culture (Sarı transmitted from Peseschkian,
2015).
People have common features and distinctive features distinguishing

them from each

other. Positive psychotherapy defends that these conflicts may decrease by using certain
techniques at the point which distinctive

features cause conflicts.

(Henrichs,

2012).

Differentiation Analysis Inventory investigates the conflicts among individuals on the
basis of basic capabilities. Inventory can be used in individual therapies as well as
family/couple

therapies.

Personal standards of individuals, family members

and other

relations were also compared. First of all, it develops in the relationship with family and
it reflects to the individuals as a characteristic feature.

1.2.3. Model Dimension

Another technique which used to examine the dimension of the relationships is model
dimensions. Model dimension can be explained as the basic relationships ofindividuals.
Development of these dimensions is shaped with the experiences of individuals with
their families ( Sinici, Sarı, & Maden, 2014).
In model dimensions, the "I" dimension covers the relationship of individuals with
themselves, the "You" dimension covers the way how the individuals are in bilateral
relationships, the "We"· dimension covers the relationship of the individuals with the
social environment and the "Basis-We" dimension covers the spiritual part of the
individuals in the meaning and fantasy fields (Pesechkian; 2005). Moreover, the
dimensions which are developed to understand the development of future capabilities
of individuals reflect different aspects of individuals. "I" dimension reflects the
relationships

of individuals with their families, "You" dimension reflects the

relationships of individuals with each other, "We" dimension reflects the relationship
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of family members with the social environment and "Basis-We" dimension reflects the
perspectives of parents towards life (Pesechkian; 2005).

I

Parents /siblings-children

Parents/meaning

parents

Primary-we

You

Parents/environment

We

These model dimensions help to learn about the relationships of individuals within the
family and with the friends. At the same time, these model dimensions comply with the
relationships in the balance model because majority of the individuals provide their
energies more to establishing basic contact relationships in order to fight their conflicts.
Figure 1 demonstrates the basic conflicts of the individuals regarding their families and
childhoods while Figure 2 provides information about the real conflicts (Henrichs,
2012).
1.3. Depression in Terms of Skills and Capacities
Depression is mainly the situation that occurs when the condition that the individual
evaluates as unhappiness which takes longer than the individual is able to tolerate and
when the individual is out of control (Karamustafaoğlu, 2011, 35).
Positive psychotherapy evaluates depression as the talent to react deeply emotionally to
the situations and problems encountered by the individual which can be assessed as
sadness by making a positive comment (Peseschkian, 2005, 143).
Positive psychotherapy argues that the reason leading to the mental disorders in the
individual takes place due to too much use or too little use of the talents available in all
individuals (Eryılmaz, 2016).
The talent of individuals to develop first love takes place between mother and newborn.
Here, children carry a sense of confidence with the concept of love. Love is shaped by
a variety of behaviours (Pesseschkian, 2002, 82). Mothers and fathers are of great
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importance as individuals within the first surroundings of the individual and they take
the first step to the family through love (Pekuslu, Eryılmaz, & Kayacık, 2005).

Rado assesses depression as an intense love cry. As a result of the high self-esteem of
individuals, the expectations and demands from others will be high. When these skills
are not fulfilled, the individual will experience intense frustration (Cengil transmitted
from Fenitchel, 2003).
Hope is another talent learnt from the family like other talents. If the individual is not
taught about the solutions against the negativities experienced in the childhood
experiences, the individual may be lost among adversities (Peseschkian, 2002). Hope is
used to express positive expectations ın daıly language (Akman, & Korkut, 1993 ). It is
a motivator power adding meaning to the life for the adaptation of the individual to
future (Kavradım, & Ozer, 2014).
Belief, as one of the basic talents of humans, is the case of understanding and giving
meaning to the views about an unknown. Beliefs are a source of hope and consolation
for the individual and mean that it is possible to overcome the difficulties encountered
in life (Cengiz, 2003).
Sense of confidence lies behind hope. The greatest factor for the development of the
sense of hope is trust. The sense of trust is important for human relationships. When an
individual who lacks the sense of trust encounters a failure, he always declares others
responsible (Dilbaz, & Seber, 1993).

'-~

There is a link among despair, self-esteem and depression. Feeling of hopelessness is
one of the important causes of depression and the family socio-economic status and
traumas have a growing role on the formation of these emotions. Direction of such
negative cases towards the individual lowers self-esteem and depression symptoms
arise (Balcıoğlu, 2013, 25).
Each talent is linked to each other as a chain and these talents develop during the process
of socialization. Thriftiness among the true talents of positive psychotherapy as one of
the most important factors for the development of socialization talents is observed to be
important for individuals. Considering it as a financial behaviour, negative outcomes
may take place in case individuals do not act in control (Eryılmaz, 201 1 ), Individuals
under the control of money or other things want to be independent from others. This
concept equals to power for some people. Considering thriftiness, the available and
shared things can be mentioned. Thriftiness may sometimes arises from the need to be
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approved, to be liked by friends and to consent to ratification similar to a child
(Peseschkian, 2002)
According to positive psychotherapy, the problems that the individual encounters are
caused by the psychosomatic disturbances, internal unrest, intense suspicion and fear
caused by the potential of the conflict of the individual. Psychosomatic symptoms are
psychological problems caused by physical symptoms failed to be explained by the
science of and medicine this can be said that emotional discomforts are somatized (Özen
et al., 2010).
The work potential is related to the real talents of the individual. Talents cover huge
space in the life of the individual. Cleaning talent due to the knowledge and learning is
highly important for an individual while this can cause problems in the relationships
with family friends. In order to understand the intensity of this talent, the daily life and
the attaining of this talent should be investigated. Perceiving these talents as threatening
and harmful for an individual causes the individual to see this talent as stress stimulus
(Peseschkian, 2005).

1.3. The Aim Of The Study
This study was conducted to examine the primary and secondary capabilities, conflict
reaction types and model dimensions of patients diagnosed with depression and
compare them with non-diagnosed individuals.

1.4. Hyphotesis

Patients with depreession

are

expected to have

stronger

courtesy ; and

honesty.Patients with depression have lower secondary capacities.Patients with
depression escape to body and fantasy more than the control group.Patients with
depression mild I dimensions representing the patients showing less patience and giving
time them in their childhood period.
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In a study conducted by Eryilmaz (2016) which investigates the young ~~~_,.,
diagnosed and not diagnosed with depression in the context of positive psychotherapy,
ten young adult males diagnosed with depression and ten young adult males not
diagnosed with depression between the age group of 20-45 working at public
institutions were given Wiesbaden Positive Psychotherapy Inventory and Personal
\.

Information Form. As a result, it has been observed that the individuals diagnosed with
depression turn more towards the somatic part of the balance model as one of the basic
pillars of the positive psychotherapy in terms of coping with depression.
The study conducted by Sinici, Sarı and Maden (2014) at Gulhane Military Medical
Academy on the structure of Positive Psychotherapy in the cases of Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder contains 50 patients diagnosed with PTSD and 50 patients not
diagnosed with PTSD. These individuals were given Wiesbaden Positive
Psychotherapy Inventory, Beck Depression Inventory and Impact of Event Scale. As a
result, it was identified that the primary capabilities develop less compared to the
secondary capabilities and particularly time capability of the individuals diagnosed with
PTSD are the main problematic parts.
In another study conducted by Eryilmaz (2011), the relationship between the subjective
well-being of adults and the primary and secondary capabilities were investigated on 84
female and 88 male individuals between the ages 25-40 who live in Ankara. Individuals
were given Life Satisfaction Scale and Negative Affect Scale, Wiesbaden's Inventory
of Positive Psychotherapy and Family Therapy Inventory. As a result, it has been
revealed that there is a positive relationship between the subjective well-being of adults
and hope and time as primary capabilities and success and credibility as secondary
capabilities.
The main symptoms of depression, the way how these symptoms affect the individuals
and the way how the individuals will cope with the encountered problems are significant
in terms of the psychodynamic approach of the Positive Psychotherapy.
The excessive use or the incomplete development of the capabilities, which are the main
structure of the Positive Psychotherapy, and the disruptions occurring in the balance
model often emerge as symptoms of depression. The main disruptions in the somatic
part of the balance model can sometimes be encountered as the main symptoms of
depression.
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In fact, the individual may apply for the somatic complaints rather than the existing
intense sadness or depression. The reasons underlying the somatic complaints are highly
significant at this point.
Dilbaz and Seber ( 1993) argued that tthe feelings of trust and hope are related, the health
development of the feeling of hope contributes to the individuals positively in terms of
their perspective towards their relationships and events and the insufficiency of this
feeling would lead to despair.
In the article ofEryilmaz (2012) on 'Goals: A Significant Tool for Protection of Mental
and Physical Health',

having considered individuals having goals in terms of the

balance model, he argued that individuals develop physically and mentally in a positive
way by the correctly emitted energy in the field of success.
In the study about risks of late-life depression conducted by Karen Ladin (2009) on
education in different countries, it has been revealed that the individuals who received
lower education than high school education have higher rates of depression compared
to the individuals who received higher education. It is observed by this research that the
success in the equilibrium model plays a significant role in functionality.

In the study conducted by Demirbag (2013)

on effectiveness

of problem-solving

training in the treatment of depression, 20 female and 4 male patients between the ages
16-58 who applied to the Adnan Menderes University Hospital in 2011-20L2~d
diagnosed with depression have undergone a problem-solving training for 4 weeks as 4
groups.
Individuals were given Personal Information Form, Beck Depression Inventory, Beck
Anxiety Inventory, SCID II Personality Inventory Test and Revised Social Problem
Solving Inventory. The obtained findings demonstrated that the level of depression and
anxiety of patients measured after the training and during the follow-up are significantly
lower compared to the acceptance and before the training. In addition, a significant
increase was found in the level of problem-solving skills of the patients measured after
the training and during the follow-up compared to the measurement of acceptance. In
conclusion, it has been revealed that the problem-solving training may be an effective
solution on the depression patients during the treatment process.
In the study conducted by Eker, Kirli and Ozkaya (2015) which investigates the
relationship between depression and pain in terms of depressive symptoms, 100 patients
between the ages 18-65 who have not been receiving antidepressant treatment for at
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least the last six months, who applied for Department of Mental Health and Diseases
Outpatient Clinic and who were diagnosed with MDD according to DSM-IV-TR
diagnostic

criteria. Socio-demographic

Form, Hamilton Depression

Rating Scale,

Visual Analogue Scale (used to measure some values that can not be measured
numerically) inventory were applied on the patients. As a result, the relationship
between the existence of painful complaints and more severe depression has clearly
been demonstrated and it... has been identified by using all scales or criteria that the
patients with pain suffer from more severe depression.
19 inpatients diagnosed with depression,

12 inpatients at the psychiatry service who

were not diagnosed with depression and 16 hospital staff were included in the study
about self reinforcement and depression in interpersonal interaction by Gotlib (1982).
As a result, it has been observed that the in-patients diagnosed with depression have
lower self reinforcement and social skills points compared to the hospital staff who were
not diagnosed wit depression. However, it has been revealed that there is not any
significant differences between the self reinforcement and social skills rates of the in
patients diagnosed with depression and the in-patients who were not diagnosed with
depression.
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METHOD OF STUDY

3.1. Method
The research is a cross-sectional study. Sample of the study consists of a patient group
of 100 patients diagnosed with depression. All the patients in the research will be given
a Personal Informatıon Form, Beck Depression Inventory (BDI), Wiesbaden Positive
Psychotherapy and Family Therapy.
3.2 Data Collection Instruments
In this research, with the purpose of data collection, Personal Information Form, Beck
Depression Inventory, Wiesbaden's Inventory of Positive Psychotherapy and Family
Therapy-WIPPF was used.
3.2.1.Personal Information Form
Individuals will be given with Personal Informatıon Forms at the beginning of the
research. The form will contain questions on their age, gender, marital status,
educational status, financial status, family status, whether they live alone and the place
they live.
3.2.2.Beck Depression Inventory(BDI)
It is an inventory of 21 items frequently used in the west and formed on the data
obtained from clinical observations rather than being built on a specific theory which
measures the emotional, somatic, cognitive and motivational observed in depression.

.·,

This tool was first developed in 1961 and revised in 1978. Adaptation to Turkish, and
validity-reliability studies were carried out by Hisli (1988). BDI ıs most commonly selfrating inventory used in depression research developed by Beck et al. (1961). The aim
of the inventory is not to diagnose depression but to quantify the severity of depressive
symptoms objectively. 21 items in the inventory determine a behavioural pattern
specific to depression and contain four options moving from less to more (0-3). The
lowest score to be obtained from the inventory is O (zero) and the highest score is 63.
Items in the inventory are related to the depression symptoms. These symptoms are
depressed mood, pessimism, sense of failure, dissatisfaction, feelings of guilt, self
hatred-blame-punishment demands, crying spells, irritability, social withdrawal,
indecisiveness, distortion of the body image, inability to work, sleep disturbances,
fatigue, decreased appetite, weight loss, somatic busyness and loss of sexual desire and
energy respectively (Hisli, 1988). In the studies carried out by Teğin (1980) and Hisli
(1988-1989) in our country, the Turkish version of Beck Depression Inventory was
identified to be a valid and reliable instrument.
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3.2.3 Wiesbaden Positive Psychotherapy and Family Therapy Inventory(WPFF)
WPFF was developed by Nossrat Pesechkian. It is an inventory that measures positive
psychotherapy elements such as primary and secondary capabilities which is answered
on a four-point Likert-type inventory and consists of 85 items. WPPF is applied to each
client in the beginning of-consultation process and with certain intervals; it is used in
the analysis of the situation of the client and in monitoring the development of their
capabilities. The questions marked with "a" between 1 and 11 consist of secondary
capabilities and cover the way how individuals define themselves and their active
behaviours regarding social norms. The questions marked with "b" between 1 and 11
consist of the expectation part of the real capabilities. They are related to the way how
individuals see themselves in their expectations from others. The questions marked with
"c" between 1 and 11 is related to the life philosophy that individuals have in line with
their capabilities. The questions marked with "a" between 12 and 19 are related to
primary capabilities. The relationship of individuals with themselves is examined. It
consists ofthe fact whether individuals allocate some time for themselves and how their
beliefs in themselves are. The questions marked with "b" between 12 and 19 are related
to the we dimension of the capabilities and it examines the way how individuals are in
their relationships with others. The questions marked with "c" between 12 and .12.. are
related to the "ideal" dimension of the primary capabilities. It is to investigate the ideal
primary capabilities in individuals.
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4. RESULTS
The mean of age for depression group was 33.40± 11.29 (18-65) and the control
group was 36.70 ±12.85 (18-65).There was no significant difference according to age
between the group (p=O. 176) with t-test analysis.
Table 1
\.

Demographic Characteristics of the Participants

Characteristic

df(p)

Depression
n (%}

Control
n (%}

15 (50.0)
35 (50.0)
50 (100.0)

15 (50.0)
35 (50.0)
50 (100.0)

20 (40.0)
26 (52.0)
4 (8.0)
50 (100.0)

15 (30.0)
29 (58.0)
6 (12.0)
O (100.0)

18 (36.0)
5 (10.0)
13 (26.0)
17 (28.0)
50 (100.0)

17 (34.0)
5 (10.0)
11 (22.0)
17 (34.0)
50 (100.0)

8 (16.0)
38 (76.0)
4 (8.0)
O (O.O)
50 (100.0)

5 (10.0)
38 (76.0)
6 (12.0)
1 (2,0)
50 (100.0)

3 (0.553)

9 (12.0)
8 (16.0)
32 (64.0)
1 (2.0)
50 (100.0)

16 (32.0)
3 (6.0)
30 (60,0)
1 (2.0)
50 (100.0)

3 (0.231)

23 (46.0)
27 (54.0)
50 (100.02

20 (40.0)
30 (60.0)
50 (100.02

2 (0.534)

Gender
Male
Female
Total

1 (1.000)

Marital status
Single
Married
Divorced/widoved
Total
Education
Presschool
Middle school
Highschool
University
Mounthly income
1000 TL below
1 OOOTL-3 OOOTL
3000TL-5000TL
5000TL-10.000TL

2 (0.528)

3 (0.922)

Living Place
Village
Town
City
Metropolis
Working Status
Yes
No

There aren't any significant differences between depression and control group
according to the demographic charecteristics.
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Table 2
Comparison of mean scores of primary capabilities among depression and control group

Control

t
df

Depression
x
sd

x

10.41±2.06
n=49

10.63±1.44
n=49

-0.716
96
0.476

Patience

7.62±2,42
n=48

9.24±2,17
n=50

-3.480
96
0.001*

Time

7.98±2.35
n=49

9.54±1.87
n=50

-3.656
97
0.000*

Contact

9.28±2.31
n=49

9.80±1.95
n=50

-1.199
97
0.234

Trust

9.10±1.73
n=50

10.18±1.67
n=50

-3.173
98
0.002*

Hope

8.58±2.54
n=50

10.36±1.51
N=50

Tenderness

10.02±2.06
n=49

9.87±2.01
n=47

Faith, meaning

9.44±2.18
n=48

9.86±1.87
n=50

Love

..

sd

-4.260
98
0.000*
~··~
0.357
94
0.722
-1.030
96
0.306

When the compare the mean score of primary capabilities of WIPPF among depression
and control group with Independent sample t-test analysis, significant differences were
found for patience (p=0.001), time (p=0.000), trust (p=0.002) and hope (p=0.002).
Patience, trust, time and hope scores are lower among depression patients.
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Table 3

Comparison of mean scores of secondary capabilities among depression and control
Control

Depression

x

x

sd

sd

t

df

9.54±2.35
(n=50)

9.69±2.03
(n=49)

-0.348
97
0,728

Punctuality

9.86±2.96
(n=49)

10.09±2.23
(n=47)

-424
94
0.672

Cleanless

8.43±2.56
(n=49)

7.90±2,62
(n=49)

1.015
96
0.313

Politiness

9.61±2.0
(n=47)

9.61±1,97
(n=49)

0.000
96
1.000

Openess

10,68±1,78
(n=47)

10,56±2,42
(n=50)

-279
95
0.781

Achivement

9,55±2,22
n=49

9.39±2,42
n=50

0.348
96
0.729

Reliability

10,47±1,57
n=49

10.48±1,38
n=48

-0.33
95 '-, ··-·
0.974 ~

Thrift

6.06±2.56
n=50

6.24±2.27
n=49

-0.3 79
97
0.705

Obede ince

10.49±6.27
n=50

10.31±1,79
n=49

0.197
96
0.844

Justice

10.62±1.30
n=48

11,08±1,52
n=49

-1.586
95
0.116

Faithfulness

10.71±1.40
n=49

11.41±1,15
n=49

Orderliness

ı..

-2.679
96
0.009*

When we compare the mean scores of secondary capabilities of WIPPF among
depression and control group with independent
(p=0.009)

is found to be significantly

sample t-test analysis, faitfulness

lower among depression patients.
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Comparison of mean scores of model dimensions among depression and control group

Depression
x
sd
Mother

Control
sd

x

t
df

8,52±2.94
n=50

9.39±2.11
n=49

-1.609
97
0.111

Father

8.57±3.27
n=49

9.20±2.85
n=49

-1.020
96
0.310

Others

6.86±3.87
n=50

5.88±3.58
n=50

1.314
98
0.192

You

7.65±3.17
n=49

9.14±2.61
n=49

-2.540
96
0.013*

We

9.65 ±2.36
n=49

9.72±2.46
n=50

-138
97
0.890

Primary we

7.86±3.06
n=50

9.35±2.82
n=48

-2.507
96
0.014*
--

\.

-,~

When we compare the mean scores of model dimensions of WIPPF among depression
and control group with independent sample t-test analysis, 'you' (p==0.013) and
'primary we' (p==0.014) scores found to be lower among depression patients.
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Table 5

Comparison of mean scores of conflict reactions among depression and control group
t
df
Depression

x

Body

sd
10,14±1.96
n=50

Control

p

x

sd
8,98±2.38
n=49

\.

2.648
97
0.009*

Work

8.20±3.01
n=49

8,58±3.16
n=SO

-0.606
97
0.546

Conflict reaction
contact

7.70±2.72
n=SO

8.04±2.39
n=49

-0.662
97
0.510

Fantasy

10.59±1.78
n=49

9.69±2.11
n=49

2.276
96
0.025*

When we compare the mean scores of conflict reaction of WIPPF among depression
and control group with independent sample t-test analysis, significant difference was
found for body (p=0.009) and fantasy (p=0.025). Depression patients have more escape
to their body and fantasy world than control group.

. ':-·~·
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Table 6

Correlation of mean scores of BOS total and primary capabilities scores of WIPPF
BOS-Total
r=-0.268
p=0.026
n=69

Patience

\.

Time

r=-0.388
p=0.001
n=69

Contact

r=-0.285
p=0.018
n=69

Trust

r=-0.330
p=0.005
n=70

Hope

r=-0.537
p=0.000
n=70

Tenderness

r=0.094
p=0.448
n=67

Love

r=-0.318
p=0.008
n=68

.

~-~

r=-0.194
p=0.112
n=68

Faith, meaning

When the correlation of mean score ofBDS-total and primary capacity scores ofWIPPF
is investigated with Pearson analysis, negative significant weak negative correlation
was found between BDS-total and patience (r= -0.268, p= 0.026), between BDS-total
and time (r=-0.388, p= 0.001), between contact and BDS-total (r=-0.285, p=0.018),
between BDS-total and trust (r=-0.330, p=0.005). Negative moderate correlation was
found between BDS-total and hope (r=-0.537, p=0.000) and between BDS-total and
love (r=-0.318,

p=0.008).
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Table 7

Correlation of mean scores of BDS total and secondary capabilities scores of WIPPF
BDS-Total
Orderliness

r= -0.118
p= 0.332
n= 70

Punctuality

r=0.006
p=0.961
n=70

Cleanliness

r=-0.081
p=0.510
n=68

Politiness

r=-0.059
p=0.632
n=69

Openess

r=-0.021
p=0.867
n=69

Achivement

r=-0. 166
p=0.177
n=68

Reliability

r=0.036
p=0.768
n=68

Thrift

r=0.220
p=0.801
n=69

Obedience

r=0.176
p=0.152
n=68

Justice

r=-0.31
p=0.801
n=69

Faithfulness

r=-0.319
p=0.008*
n=69

''"··~

When the correlation of mean score of BDS-total and secondary capabilities scores of
WIPPF is investigated with Pearson analysis, negative significant weak correlation is
found between BDS-total and faithfulness (r=-0.319,

p=0.008).
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Table 8

Correlation of mean scores of BOS total and conflict reaction scores of WIPPF
BDS-Total

Body
,.

r=0.346
p=0.004*
n=69

Work

r=-0.367
p=0.002*
n=69

Contact

r=0.051
p=0.675
n=69

Fantasy

r=0.260
p=0.031 *
n=69

When the correlation of mean score ofBDS-total and conflict reaction scores ofWIPPF
is investigated with Pearson analysis, positive significant moderate correlation was
found between BDS-total and body score (r=-0.319, p=0.008). Negative weak
correlation was found between BDS-total and work (r=-0.367, p=0.002). It is reported
that high depression level dicreases coping with conflicts by work. Positive weak
correlation was found between BDS-total and fantasy (r=0.260, p=0.031).

~··~
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Table 9

Correlation of mean scores of BOS total and model dimension scores of WIPPF

BDS-Total
r=-0.237
p=0.048*
n=70

Mother

ı..

Father

r=-0.225
p=0.065
n=68

Others

r=0.278
p=0.020
n=70

You

r=-0.326
p=0.006*
n=69

We

r=-0.091
p=0.457
n=69

Primary

r=-0.393
p=0.001 *
n=68

we

When the correlation of mean score of BDS-total and model dimension scores of
WIPPF is investigated with Pearson analysis, negative significant weak correlation was
found between BDS-total and mother (r=-0.237, p=0.048). It was found there was
significant positive weak correlation betv".een BDS-total and others (r=0.278, p=0.020).
Significant negative modarete correlation was found between BDS-total and you score
/

(r=-0.326, p=0.006), between BDS-total and primary we scores (r=-393, p=0.001).
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5. DISCUSSION
This research investigated the individuals who were and were not diagnosed with
depression in terms of positive psychotherapy natures, which are real capabilities,
model dimensions and conflict reactions. According to the findings of the research,
significant differences were observed among the primary capabilities (patience, time,
trust and hope) in patients diagnosed with depressions compared to the patients not
diagnosed with depression. Significant differences were only observed in faithfulness
among secondary capabilities. Significant differences in terms of balance model as a
field of dealing with conflict for the individuals diagnosed with depression were
observed in the fields of body and fantasy and in the field of you in terms of conflict.
It has been observed that a negative correlation exists between the patience, contact,
trust, hope and love as primary capabilities and faithfulness as one of the secondary
capabilities. Also, it has been seen that depression increases when these capabilities
decrease. Similarly, a negative correlation has been observed between the relationship
with mother and the primary-we in the model dimensions.
Considering the meaning of capabilities before discussing the study findings, the
capability of patience is the ability to wait, self-sacrificing for a while, which means
keeping others in the foreground (Peseschkian, 2002). Patient people are self-confident.
They have the self-coıntrol capability, self-respect, the capability to know oneself and
the capability to cope with the negativities in the life. Individuals can cope
with the
•
ı..
stress and the problems with the capability of patience and an individual who can be
patient can fight their phobia and worries. (Sayın, 2012,413). Patience is a capability
supporting other capabilities at the same time (Pesechkian, 2012). Patience, self
confidence and self-respect are necessary in order to cope with any difficulty, negative
and bad events in the life. These factors enable to adapt to events, to face difficulties
and to have the belief to solve problems (Dawrick et al.,2008). In another study, the
capabilities of young males who were and were not diagnosed with depression were
analysed and it has been revealed that the capability of patience of young males who
were diagnosed with depression was less (Eryılmaz, 2016).
The capability of trust is a capability associated with the whole experience in the life of
individuals (Peseschkian, 2005). Trust represents the holistic belief regarding the
character of the individual (Çetinkaya, Kemer & Bulgan, 2008). At the same time,
feeling the sense of trust to others is effective in the development of the capability of
hope of the individual. Lack of trust towards others leads to the weakening of the feeling
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of trust of the individual (Dilbaz & Seber, 1993). Trust and communication at low level
is accompanied by depression and worry at high level.
The capability of contact refers to the relationships of the individual with the close
surroundings, spouse, friends and relatives, it shortly refers to the ability to socialize.
(Peseschkian, 2002) The relationships

of the individuals

and the changes in the

depressive mood were investigated, it has been emphasized that the relationships

among

the individuals diagnosed with depression may cause depressive mood (Erözkan, 2005).
In this study, it has been revealed that the individuals experience problems in giving
time to oneself, social environment and the work to be done. Another study revealed
that the individuals who demonstrate

depression

symptoms and undergo trauma

experience problems in the time capability as one of the primary capabilities (Sinici,
Sarı & Maden, 2014). In another study investigating the subjective

well-being

of the

individuals, it has been proven that the time capability is directly related to the
subjective well-being (Eryılmaz, 2011). In cases where time management

is not

correctly used, for example not finishing a work on time, the individual may feel
stressed due to the pressure and worry felt (Göral & Çağlayan, 2009).
Hopelessness

is

already

a depression

symptom.

(Köroğlu,

2013).

Therefore,

hopelessness will bring individuals closer to depression. In this study, it has been seen
that the individuals diagnosed with depression do not believe that there is a way out in
the most hopeless cases and the individuals who do not have future expectation
experience depression. The expectation of each individual is further than belon~irig to
today, the individuals

hope good things within the time periods including any

negativities. When we encounter any negative events, the cases hoped for the future
;

forms the hope capability (Peseschkian, 2002). In another study, it has been revealed
that the hope factor decreases the symptoms of depression in the short run.
The faithfulness capability as one of the secondary capabilities is the capability to start
and continue a relationship within the borders of trust (Peseschkian, 2012). This study
demonstrated that the individuals experience problems in the continuation of a work,
the formation of a bonding among people and the belief in this bonding. It is known that
the individuals who cannot develop the concept of social bonding may be insufficient
in establishing relationships (Lee, Draper &Lee, 2001).
The capability of contact refers to the relationships of the individual with the close
surroundings, spouse, friends and relatives, it shortly refers to the ability to socialize.
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(Peseschkian, 2002) The relationships of the individuals and the changes in the
depressive mood were investigated, it has been emphasized that the relationships among
the individuals diagnosed with depression may cause depressive mood (Erözkan, 2005).
Belief as one of the basic capacities is the effort to understand and to give meaning to
the universe. At the same time, it points out the concept of god. The belief capability
means embracing the social values and rules and the individual probably stays away
from the sources of stress.

"

The love capability has always been associated with emotional care and the variety of
behaviours of the individual changes according to the love he/she received. The
individual lives love for the first time in the family and behaviour patterns vary
according to the condition of love received from the family because the individual
develops trust at this first love stage and in case of lack of love, the individual may
develop a feeling of insecurity (Peseschkian, 2002). In this study, it has been revealed
that the individuals diagnosed with depression develop the love capability less. Again,
in another carried out study, it has been demonstrated that the traumatic patients with
depressive symptoms develop the love capability less (Sinici, Sarı &Maden, 2014).
Another research demonstrated that the in-family conflicts, the cases of authority and
inconsistent love cause depression in individuals (Schwarz et al., 1979)
Evaluating the results in terms of balance model, it is observed that they are closely

~,

related to the depression symptoms. Considering the correlation results, it is observed
that the individuals diagnosed with depression make approaches to the study. Conflict
is another situation where individuals cope regarding their field of body. The individuals
tend to move the problems that they encounter backwards by conflicting. Individuals
have emotions such as deciding, choosing, responsibility, controlling by conflicting.
(Schaufeli, Leiter & Maslach, 2008) Lack of eating, sleeping or oversleeping, extremely
done physical activities, symptoms regarding the sexual life are associated with the
body field of the balance model as one of the baselines of positive psychotherapy. This
field is related to the way how the individual perceives his/her body and how he/she
reacts towards conflicts (Geylan, 2010). It has been proven that the individuals
diagnosed with depression use their body field more compared to the individuals who
were not diagnosed with depression in terms of coping with problems.
The problems related to the body field demonstrate that the energy distribution is
directed to this field. The aim of positive psychotherapy is to understand the internal
conflict of the individual and to find the meaning of the energy overdose in the body
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field (Sarı, 2015). It is necessary to have knowledge about the functioning of the organs
that individuals use in psychosomatic patients and to understand why the individual
chose this organ (Peseschkian, 2002). Another study revealed that the males diagnosed
with depression focus more on the body field in order to cope with conflicts (Eryılmaz,
2016).
Depression is a mental illness affecting the emotions and the body negatively. The stress
factor of depression can affect the digestion system as well as being a risk factor for the
heart diseases (webMD, 2016). It is 3.3 times more possible to see depression and worry
diseases in the individuals with somatoform disorders. In depression patients, the
somatic complaints are frequently seen (De Wall et al, 2004). Paxton and Diggens
(1997)

revealed that, when individuals

encounter a negative life event, they intend to

avoid these situations rather than coping with them and they tend to eat over extremely
by directing this negative event to their bodies. They also demonstrated that there is a
direct relationship between extreme eating and depression. Another research done
demonstrated that there is a relationship among the risky behaviours among adolescents
such as sexual activities, alcohol and cigarette consumption

and depression.

Another

study found a significant relationship between sleep changes (sleeping more or less)
and depression (Tsuno, Besset &Ritchie, 2004)
Again, evaluating the results in terms of balance model, it has been observed that the
individuals diagnosed with depression focus their energy on the field of fantasy in order
to cope with negative conditions. Moreover, the hope capability as one of the primary
capabilities is directly related to the field of fantasy (Eryılmaz, 2016). In another
conducted study, the negative, neurotic, worried and dysphoric dimensions of fantasy
are directly related to depression (Giambra & Traynor, 1978).
Evaluating the results of the study in terms of model dimension, it has been revealed
that there is a negative relationship between the you dimension and primary-we
dimension of the individuals with depression. You dimension refers to the attitudes of
the parents of the individual towards each other. The attitudes of the individuals in
relationships

other than family relationships

(Peseschkian,2012,203).Primary

are shaped on the basis

of parents

we dimension consists of the life philosophies

and

religious views of parents. These beliefs shall be transferred as cultural background and
therefore the beliefs, ideology and the way of perception of life of the individual shall
be affected by the attitudes and the perspective of the family where he/she grew up
(Geylan, 2010). In another conducted research, it has been stated that the cases that can
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be affected by family such as family communication, being open to express, family
contentment also provide healthy communication and contentment outside the family
(Bandura et al., 2011). In a study conducted on parents-child conflict and depression, it
has been shown that the parents-adolescent conflict has negative effects on the mental
hygiene and the sel-respect of the adolescents (Özdemir, 2014). In another performed
study, parents who have children diagnosed with depression stated that they have more
conflicts and disagreementwith their children compared to the parents who do not have
children diagnosed with depression (Eryüksel & Akün, 2003).
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6. CONCLUSION

In this study, the primary capabilities of individuals diagnosed with depression showed
less development compared to their secondary capabilities. As primary capabilities are
associated more with the ability to love, the individuals diagnosed with depression
develop less in the field of love, time, hope, trust, patient and relationship as well as
faithfulness as one of the secondary capabilities which arise from the ability to know.
In order for the individuals diagnosed with depression to overcome the negative life
events, it is observed that they escape more to their bodies and fantasy worlds. This
study serves as a resource that can help the patients with depression in their treatment
plans in terms of Positive Psychotherapy. It revealed the capabilities that may lead to
depression within the context of positive psychotherapy. It can be considered that these
capabilities should be emphasized during treatment and a better treatment planning can
be achieved. With its model dimensions, the carried out investigation may allow the
creation of awareness of the events that may lead to conflicts among individuals.

Limitations

This study sample cannot be generalised as taken from Turkey. It cannot be generalised
for different disease diagnosis as individuals who were diagnosed with depression only
were the study group of the research. It cannot be generalised for children as the study
group included individuals of the 18-65 age group.
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APPENDICES
APPENDIX 1: Personal Information Form

1. Ad soyad

.

2.Yaşınız?

3. Cinsiyet
a) Erkek

b)Kadın

4.Medeni Durumunuz nedir?
a) Bekar
b) Evli
c) Boşanmış
d)Dul
5. Eğitim düzeyiniz nedir?
a) İlkokul
b) Ortaokul
c) Lise
d) Üniversite
6. Aylık geliriniz nedir?
a) 1000 tl nin altında
b) 1000- 3 000 tl arasında
c) 3000-5000 tl arasında
d) 5000-10.000 tl arasında
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e)lü bin tl ve üzeri
6.Çocukluğunuzu nerde geçirdiğiniz?
a) Köy
b) ilçe
c) Şehir
d) Metropol
7.Şu anda çalışıyormusunuz?
a)Evet

b)Hayır

8.Depresyon tanısını ne zaman aldınız?
9. .İlaç tedavisinin yanında terapi tedavisi görüyormusunuz?
a) Evet
b) Hayır
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APPENDIX 2: BECK DEPPRESSION INVENTORY

AÇIKLAMA:

Sayın cevaplayıcı aşağıda gruplar halinde cümleler verilmektedir.

Öncelikle her gruptaki cümleleri dikkatle okuyarak, BUGÜN DAHİL GEÇEN
HAFTA içinde kendinizi nasıl hissettiğini en iyi anlatan cümleyi seçiniz. Eğer bir
\.

grupta durumunuzu, duygularınızı tarif eden birden fazla cümle varsa her birini daire
içine alarak işaretleyiniz.

Soruları vereceğiniz samimi ve dürüst cevaplar araştırmanın bilimsel niteliği
açısından son derece önemlidir.

Bilimsel katkı ve yardımlarınız için sonsuz

teşekkürler.

1- O. Kendimi üzüntülü ve sıkıntılı hissetmiyorum.
1. Kendimi üzüntülü ve sıkıntılı hissediyorum.
2. Hep üzüntülü ve sıkıntılıyım. Bundan kurtulamıyorum.
3. O kadar üzüntülü ve sıkıntılıyım ki artık dayanamıyorum.

2- O. Gelecek hakkında mutsuz ve karamsar değilim.
1. Gelecek hakkında karamsarım.
2. Gelecekten beklediğim hiçbir şey yok.
3. Geleceğim hakkında umutsuzum ve sanki hiçbir şey düzelmeyecekmiş gibi
geliyor.

3- O. Kendimi başarısız bir insan olarak görmüyorum.
1. Çevremdeki birçok kişiden daha çok başarısızlıklarını olmuş gibi hissediyorum.
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2. Geçmişe baktığımda başarısızlıklarla dolu olduğunu görüyorum.
3. Kendimi tümüyle başarısız biri olarak görüyorum.

4- O. Bi..r~ok ~e~den eskisi.. kadar zevk ah~orum.
1. Eskiden olduğu gibi her şeyden hoşlanmıyorum .

..
2. Artık hiçbir şey bana tam anlamıyla zevk vermiyor.
3. Her şeyden sıkılıyorum.
5- O. Kendimi herhangi bir şekilde suçlu hissetmiyorum.
1. Kendimi zaman zaman suçlu hissediyorum.
2. Çoğu zaman kendimi suçlu hissediyorum.
3. Kendimi her zaman suçlu hissediyorum.

6- O. Bana cezalandırılmışım gibi geliyor.
1. Cezalandırılabileceğimi

hissediyorum.

2. Cezalandırılmayı bekliyorum.
3. Cezalandırıldığımı hissediyorum.

7- O. Kendimden memnunum.
1. Kendi kendimden pek memnun değilim.
2. Kendime çok kızıyorum.
3. Kendimden nefret ediyorum.

8- O. Başkalarından daha kötü olduğumu sanmıyorum.
1. Zayıf yanların veya hatalarım için kendi kendimi eleştiririm.
2. Hatalarımdan dolayı ve her zaman kendimi kabahatli bulurum.

~~~~~~~~~
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3. Her aksilik karşısında kendimi hatalı bulurum.

9- O. Kendimi öldürmek gibi düşüncelerim yok.
1. Zaman zaman kendimi öldürmeyi düşündüğüm olur. Fakat yapmıyorum.
2. Kendimi öldürmek isterdim .

..

3. Fırsatını bulsam kendimi öldürürdüm.

10- O. Her zamankinden fazla içimden ağlamak gelmiyor.
1. Zaman zaman içinden ağlamak geliyor.
2. Çoğu zaman ağlıyorum.
3. Eskiden ağlayabilirdim şimdi istesem de ağlayamıyorum.

11- O. Şimdi her zaman olduğumdan daha sinirli değilim.
1. Eskisine kıyasla daha kolay kızıyor ya da sinirleniyorum.
2. Şimdi hep sinirliyim.
3. Bir zamanlar beni sinirlendiren şeyler şimdi hiç sinirlendirmiyor.
12- O. Başkaları ile görüşmek, konuşmak isteğimi kaybetmedim.
1. Başkaları ile eskiden daha az konuşmak, görüşmek istiyorum.
2. Başkaları ile konuşma ve görüşme isteğimi kaybetmedim.
3. Hiç kimseyle konuşmak görüşm~k istemiyorum.

13- O. Eskiden olduğu gibi kolay karar verebiliyorum.
1. Eskiden olduğu kadar kolay karar veremiyorum.
2. Karar verirken eskisine kıyasla çok güçlük çekiyorum.
3. Artık hiç karar veremiyorum.
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14- O. Aynada kendime baktığımda değişiklik görmüyorum.

1. Daha yaşlanmış ve çirkinleşmişim gibi geliyor.
2. Görünüşümün çok değiştiğini ve çirkinleştiğimi hissediyorum.
3. Kendimi çok çirkin buluyorum.

15- O. Eskisi kadar iyi çalışabiliyorum.
1. Bir şeyler yapabilmek için gayret göstermem gerekiyor.
2. Herhangi bir şeyi yapabilmek için kendimi çok zorlamam gerekiyor.
3. Hiçbir şey yapamıyorum.

16- O. Her zamanki gibi iyi uyuyabiliyorum.
1. Eskiden olduğu gibi iyi uyuyamıyorum.
2. Her zamankinden 1-2 saat daha erken uyanıyorum ve tekrar uyuyamıyorum.
3 . Her zamankinden çok daha erken uyanıyor ve tekrar uyuyamıyorum.

17- O. Her zamankinden daha çabuk yorulmuyorum.
1. Her zamankinden daha çabuk yoruluyorum.
2. Yaptığım her şey beni yoruyor.
3. Kendimi hemen hiçbir şey yapamayacak kadar yorgun hissediyorum.

18- O. İştahım her zamanki gibi.
1. İştahım her zamanki kadar iyi değil.
2. İştahım çok azaldı.
3. Artık hiç iştahım yok.
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19- O. Son zamanlarda kilo vermedim.
1. İki kilodan fazla kilo verdim.
2. Dört kilodan fazla kilo verdim.
3. Altı kilodan fazla kilo vermeye çalışıyorum.

20- O. Sağlığım beni fazla endişelendirmiyor.
1. Ağrı, sancı, mide bozukluğu veya kabızlık gibi rahatsızlıklar beni
endişelendirmiyor.
2. Sağlığım beni endişelendirdiği için başka şeyleri düşünmek zorlaşıyor.
3. Sağlığım hakkında o kadar endişeliyim ki başka hiçbir şey düşünemiyorum.

21- O. Son zamanlarda c:insel konulara olan ilgimde bir değişme fark etmedim.
1. Cinsel konularla eskisinden daha az ilgiliyim.
2. Cinsel konularla şimdi çok daha' az ilgiliyim.
3. Cinsel konular oları ilgimi tamamen kaybettim.
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APPENDIX3
Wiesbaden's Inventory of Positive Psychotherapy and Family Therapy- WIPPF

WIPPF 2.0
Wiesbaden Pozitif Psikoterapi ve Aile Terapisi Envanteri
Uluslararası Versiyon 2.04 - Türkçe
ı.

Bu envanterde farklı yaşlardan kadın ve erkek kişilerin çeşitli ifadeleri bulunmaktadır
Lütfen kendi bakış açınıza göre bu ifadeleri değerlendiriniz. Bu envanterin sonuçları
konsültasyon ve tedavi icin yararlı olabilmektedir.
Lütfen her ifade icin bir cevap işaretleyin. Dört farklı seçenek mevcuttur.
Evet
- "Tamamıyle katılıyorum" için "evet"in altındaki O harfini işaretleyin
- "Hiç Katılmıyorum" için "hayır"ın altındaki O harfini işaretleyin
- "Kismen katılıyorum" için "evet?e yakın olan O harfini işaretleyin
- "Kismen katılmıyorum" için "hayır"a yakın olan O harfini işaretleyin

Hayır

xooo
ooox
oxoo
ooxo

Teşekkürler!

Evet
Hayır
1 Yönergeleri okudum ve tüm soruları açıklıkla yanıtlamaya hazır
hissediyorum.
2 Öfkeli veya heyecanlı olduğum zaman bunu bütün vucudumda hissederim.

0000
0000

20a

3 Çalışma yerimi/ofisimi/evimi her zaman düzenli tutar ve bırakırım.

OOOO

4 Çocukluğumda ebeveynleırimin pek çok sosyal ilişkisin olduğunu
gözlemledim.
5 Zorluk içinde olduğumda, olabilecek bütün olasılıkları düsünmekten
kedimi alamam.
6 Güvenirlilik iş hayatında ve toplumda cok önemlidir.

0000

la
26a

OOOO

23a

OOOO

7c

7 Bir karar verdiğim zaman her ne olursa olsun onu mutlaka korurum.

0000
0000

Ila

0 0 0 0

Sc

8 Akrabalarım çok fazla paıra harcadıkları zaman kedimi irite olmuş
hissederim.
9 Açıklık ve dürüstlük başkalarına saygılı olmaktan cok daha önemlidir.

4 3 2

8b

1
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Agreement
Yes
10 Çok ümitsiz görünen durumlarda bile her zaman bir çıkış yolu vardır.
11 Ebeveynlerim bir çatışmaya girdiklerinde, her zaman ortak bir çözüm
bulmaya çalışırlardı.
.•.
12 Performans benim için en önemli şeydir, özellikle sorunlarım olduğu
zaman.
13 İyi davranışlara sahip kişilerle olmayı tercih ederim.
14 Ancak tüm vucudumu her gün yıkayabilirsem kendimi iyi ve temiz
hissederim
15 Her hangi bir şey beni irite etse bile her zaman sabırlı olabilirim.
16 Bir patron ya da otoriteye sahip bir kişinin yönlendirmelerini
tavsiyelerini takip ederim.
17 Çok yumşak olmaktan çok hoşlanırım.

ve

18 Genellikle ilişki kurma söz konusu olduğunda insanlara güvenirim.
19 Çocukken babam bana karşı çok sabırlıydı.
20 Zorluk içinde olduğumda genellikle diğerleriyle iletişim kurmayı tercih
ederim.
21 Yeni insanlarla tanışmak için her zaman zaman ayırırım.
22 Yaşam ve ölüm hakkındaki görüşlerimi diğerleriyle paylaşmak benim için
çok önemlidir.
23 Eğer birisi beni rahatsız ederse her zaman sakin olmayı tercih ederim.
24 Kendim ve ailem için iyi bir geleceğin olacağına inanıyorum.
25 Çok param olsa bile onu harcamaktan çok hoşlanmam.
26 Yaşam felsefesi ve inançlar konusundaki sorularım hakkında ebeveynlerim
her zaman benimle konuşurlardı.
27 Her koşulda diğerlerine karşı adaletli davranılmalı.

No

OOOO
OOOO

25a

OOOO

21a

0 0 0 0
0000

4b
2a

OOOO

12a

0000

9a

OOOO

17a

0 0 0 0
0000

15b
24e

OOOO

22a

oooo

13b

0 0 0 0

19b

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

12b

OOO

16c

16b
Sa

0"'27a

28 Her zaman kendime güveınebilirim.

OOOO
OOOO

15a

29 Tembel olmak genelde kötü sonuçlar doğurur.

0000

6c

30 İyi ilişkilere sahip olmak paraya sahip olmaktan çok daha önemlidir.

OOOO
OOOO

14c

31 Kedimi olduğum gibi kabul edebilirim.
32 Ebeveynlerimin

birlikteliği bir sevgi birlikteliğiydi.

33 Zorluk içinde olduğum zaman, bunun hakkında gece gündüz düşünürüm.
34 Annem ben çocukken bana kaşı çok sabırlıydı.
35 Eşimin bana karşı her zaman sadık olmasını beklerim.
36 Hayatımın anlamı beni çok ilgilendirir.
37 Dakiklik olmadan hayatınızı yönetemezsiniz.

0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0000
OOOO
OOOO
4 3 2

1

10c

18a
25b
23b
24b
llb
19a
3c
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Agreement
No
Yes
38 Sabırla her şeye ulaşabilirsiniz.
39 Ebeveynlerim diğerlerine karşı her zaman toleranslı ve açık davranırlardı.
40 Eğer her şey bir karışıklık içindeyse çılgına dönebilirim.
\.

41 Diğerlerinin fikirlerini önemsemek her zaman önemlidir.
42 Tamamıyle güvenemeyeceğiniz bir kişi sizin asla arkadaşınız olamaz.
43 Ebeveynlerimin birbirlerine her zaman adaletli davrandıklarını
hissediyorum.
44 Son derece açık ve direk bir şekilde fikirlerini açıklayan kişilerden
hoşlanırım.
45 Kendimi çok fazla iş ve başarı odaklı görüyorum.
46 Çocuklar her zaman ebeveynlerinin söylediklerini umursamalı ve onlara
uymalıdırlar.
47 Beni için bir hayat sözü vardır: Her seyin zamana ihtiyacı vardır.
48 Beş dakika geç kalmaktansa 10 dakika erken gitmeyi tercih ederim.
49 Babam çocukluğumda benim için çok önemli bir modeldi.
50 Ne zaman heyecanlı ya da öfkeli olsam vucudumda gerginlik hissederim.
51 İşimde ya da evimde güçliikler

yaşadığım

zaman diğer insanların

yardımına

ihtiyaç duyarım.
52 Problerim olduğu zaman daha çok çalışmayı tercih ederim.
53 Bağlılık/sadakat iyi bir insan karakteri için vazgeçilmezdir.
54 Yaşam felsefem yaşantıma yön vermem için çok önemlidir.
55 Ebeveynlerimim hayat felsefeleri onlar için güçlü bir taban
oluşturmaktaydı.
,
56 Ancak evimdeki herkes titiz bir şekilde her yeri temiz tutarlarsa kendimi iyi
hissedebilirim.
57 İnsanlar geç kaldığında bu beni sinirlendirir.
58 Zorluk içinde olduğum zamanalarda, hayatın anlamı hakkında oldukça
düşünürüm.
59 Yumşaklık ve cinsellik birliktelik için mutlaka olması gereken koşullardır.
60 Ailemde ya da işimde disiplin beklerim.
61 Benimkilerden farklı fikirleri olan bir kişi ile birlikteyken de iyi
hissedebilirim.
62 Sıklıkla misafirlerim olur.
63 Toplum yaşamı için güvenilirlik olması gereken bir şeydir.
64 Küçükken annemin bana çok zamanı vardı.
65 Bir kişi adil olmadığında buna karşı çok duyarlıyımdır.
66 Zengin olmanın en iyi yoluı biriktirmektir.

OOOO
0000
0000
0000
0000
OOOO

12c
26b
lb
4c
7b
25c

0 0 0 0

Sb

0000
0000

6a

O
O
0
0
O

OOO
OOO
0 0 0
0 0 0
OOO

9c
13c
3a
24f
20b
22b

0000
0000
0000
0000OOOO

21b

0 0 0 0
OOOO

3b

OOOO
0000
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
OOOO
0000
0 0 0 0
0000
4 3 2 1

I le
19c
27b
2b

23c
17c
9b
18b
14b
15c
24a
10b
8c
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Agreement
No
Yes
67 Temizlik bir kişinin temiz bir karakteri olduğunu gösterir.

0000

2c

68 Her zaman verdiğim sözleri tutarım.

OOOO
OOOO

7a
16a

70 Benim için evet demek hayır demekten daha kolaydır.

0000

4a

71 Çalışırken sorunlarımı unuturum.

OOOO

72 Bir kişi her zaman düzenin görünmeli.

0000

21c
le

73 İşim yanında hobilerim ve ilgilerim için de yeteri zamanım olur.

OOOO

13a

74 Ebeveynlerim pek çok misafiri olurdu.

0000
0000

26c

69 Her zaman yaşamım için planlarım vardır.
L

75 Küçükken babamın benim kin zamanı vardı.

24d

79 Ebeveynlerim hayatın anlamına çok ilgililerdi.

O
O
O
O

80 Biri tembel olduğunda kendimi iyi hissetmiyorum.

0000

6b

OOOO

10a

82 Özel veye işle ilgili problemlerim olduğu zaman çevremdeki insanların
kendi sorunlarını unutmalarına ihtiyaç duyarım.
83 Sevdiğim kişi ile bir an önce yakınlık kurmak isterim.

0000

22c

oooo

17b

84 Annem benim için bir model olmuştur.

0000

24c

85 Fikrimi açıklıkla ifade etmeyi tercih ederim.

OOOO

5a

0000-

24g

0 0 0 0

24h

0 0 0 0

24i

76 Her insanın içinde iyi olan bir şey vardır.
77 Sıklıkla vucudumun ilaç almaya ihtiyacı olduğunu hissederim.
78 Kolaylıkla arkadaş edinirim.

81 Bir kişiyi ancak onun davranışının tüm nedenlerini

biliyorsam yargılarım.

86 Çocukluğumda sıklıkla bana annem ve babamdan daha çok zaman ayıran
biriyle vakit geçirirdim.
87 Çoculuğumda bana karşı anne ve babamdan daha fazla sabırlı olan bir kişi
vardı.
88 Çocukluğumda benim için anne ve babamdan daha önemli olan bir kişi
vardı.
1

OO
OO
OO
OO

O
O
O
O

18c
20c
14a
27c

·

4

Ad-Soyad:
tarihi:
Meslek:

Ülke:

Doğum Tarihi:

3

2

Bu günün

,
Yaşanılan Yer/Şehir :

Evli O Bir ilişki içinde O Yalnız O

Çocuk:
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